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PRESIDENT'S REPORT: MAY

Hello members, families and friends!

After a slow start to 2018?s historic 
motorsport season, we have finally been 
able to remove the dust covers from our 
cars, crank our engines and stretch our 
legs at both point score and non-point 
score rounds.

The FoSC Wakefield Park meeting on 
the 25th of February was unfortunately 
heavily affected by bad weather, and by 
the time we got there more closely 
resembled a water polo event than a race 
meeting. This led to all races being 
cancelled. However, thanks to a huge 
effort from organisers and volunteers, the 
event was rescheduled for the weekend 
following and many competitors 
returned to Wakefield Park to enjoy the 
rerunning of the event in much kinder 
weather.

I?d like to mention and send a special 
thank you to Wakefield Park 
management, who acknowledged and 
absorbed the cost of the safety and track 
services for the rerunning of the event.

I must say that Group N  numbers were 
down for that first outing of 2018. Only 
nine Group N  cars were entered, with 
six of them from the HTCA N SW. 
N evertheless, the racing was great and I 
was pleased to see everyone keeping out 
of trouble, although with only nine cars 
on track it would be hard to get into 
trouble!

During the meeting I had a very 

interesting and positive discussion with 
Terry Donovan about upcoming events 
and calendar dates. Unfortunately the 
way the calendar has panned out in the 
early stages of this year has led to many 
events held within close proximity of 
each other, which makes it difficult for 
competitors prepare for and attend them.

While at Wakefield Park I also made an 
inspection of the shed, which is in major 
need of a clean and tidy. I raised the 
subject with Wakefield Park 
management as there was very good 
evidence of it being used without 
permission. I will organise a clean-up in 
the coming weeks to remove all files and 
boxes, store them and then remove any 
excess furniture that we do not require.

Entry to Muscle Car M asters is now 
open and available through the ARDC 
website. Head to 
http://www.musclecarmasters.com.au/enter/ 
to get your entry in and support our great 
club.

On Wednesday the 28th of M arch, John 
Battersby and I attended Sydney 
M otorsport Park for a meeting with the 
other category managers about this year?s 
event. In general, the consensus is that 
numbers will be down due to the long 
weekend, but we will make the event the 
best we can by supporting it as a 
category. We have been assured by 
Sydney M otorsport Park and Muscle Car 
M asters that the event will definitely 
return to Father?s Day in 2019.

All the HTCA news in May, 
2018, thanks to Club 
President Ray D ean

May, 2018

http://www.musclecarmasters.com.au/enter/ 
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A draft schedule for the meeting was 
distributed, and I must say that it looks 
good for HTCA entrants.

We will not be holding a marque 
challenge this year, but have some great 
ideas cooking and plans under way for an 
absolute cracker in 2019.

To make Muscle Car M asters 2018 as 
comfortable as possible for competitors 
and their families and friends, we will be 
hiring a marquee and organising tables, 
chairs and a portable fridge as a ?lounge 
area? for the club. Throughout the day 
we?d love for you to join us to sit down 
for a few minutes, relax, have a cool drink 
(no alcohol of course) and chat with 
mates.

I was happy to attend the Bathurst 
6-Hour on Easter Saturday along with 
Paul Tierney, Steve Pitman and Bruce 
Whitford. We enjoyed some truly 
awesome racing put on by the large field 
of Group N  cars.

We also had a lengthy discussion with Les 
Wormsley from Victoria along with 
Vince M acri and N ic van den Berg 
regarding continued support for Group 
N .

Les raised a few issues regarding security 
and direction that have occurred in the 
past at Sydney M otorsport Park, and I was 
pleased to assure him that changes have 
been made and the current contractors 
and assistance provided by the circuit is 
extremely professional and a credit to the 
circuit.

We all agreed that the close proximity of 
events to each other this year has been 
unfortunate. We are working towards 
better communication, support and 
collaboration between states to plan 
upcoming dates and events in a more 
enjoyable and beneficial way. 

On to other matters, and as I took the 
liberty of calling some of our members 
regarding renewal for the 2018 club year, 
it became quite obvious that many still do 
not understand the engine sealing ruling.

In accordance with CAM S regulations 
that came into effect from the 1st of 
January, 2018, all competition vehicles in 
Group N  are required to have their 
engines sealed by a CAM S-approved 
technician to be eligible for competition. 
We have a full list of approved engine 
sealers on the website listed by location.

Please note that you do not have to 
remove your motor to have this process 
done! This seems to be a concern for 
some members who have not yet come to 
grips with the requirements or 
familiarised themselves with the ruling. 
Our engine sealers will make this a very 
easy process for you.

Once again I?d like to extend a special 
thanks to Steve Pitman for the hard work 
he has contributed to this project over the 
past few months.

As always, thank you to all H istoric 
Touring Cars of N SW members, families, 
friends and volunteers. Your support and 
involvement makes the club a wonderful 
community to be a part of and is valued 
and appreciated.

Enjoy the rest of Action Line! I hope to 
see you at an event in the very near future.

Ray Dean
President,
H istoric Touring Cars N SW
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A Guide to Engine Sealing in 2018

By Stephen Pitman

The CAM S January 2018 deadline for engine sealing has passed, so I would like to take 
the opportunity to briefly summarise the process to be followed to have engines sealed 
for the 2018 season. The H istoric Touring Car Association of N SW website has been 
set up to explain the easy tasks to be followed to have engines sealed.

Step 1 

Preferably go to the HTCA website, under Rules/Engine Sealing 
(https://www.htcansw.org.au/engine-sealing) you will find all the associated 
documentation to be utilised to complete the process. Alternatively, this can also be 
achieved on the CAM S website.

Step 2

On that same page, open the PDF list of registered engine sealers, decide which engine 
sealer is the most suitable to your requirements and make contact.

Step 3

Save the official CAM S engine sealing form to your desktop or any other convenient 
folder location for your records. Fill in the form including all details i.e. name, address, 
and car type, model and engine number.

Print the form and take it to the engine sealer who will measure and record the engine 
bore and stroke and check the engine number for accuracy, entering the information in 
the correct location on the form.

Step 4

It would be more convenient if the competitor pre-drill the engine/sump and or timing 
case cover in the most visual location prior to the engine being fitted with the seal.

Step 5

Copies of the official CAM S form need to be sent to and retained by:

1. The HTCA of N SW Administration Officer. paul@jtm.sydney
2. The engine sealer's records
3. The competitor to keep a copy for audit purposes at any race meeting

Notes

N C competitors with CAM S approved replacement heads will be required to have 
heads inspected and also sealed.
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It is recommended that rotary competitors have 
the seal placed between the two cast steel rotor 
end housings, making note that the central alloy 
section does not exceed 70mm in width.

Engines that are complete and cannot be 
measured for the bore and stroke can still be 
sealed, but it is to be noted on the CAM S engine 
form that the engine could not be measured as of 
that date. The engine should then be measured at 
the next most convenient occasion when the 
engine is in disassembly and resealed if the seal is 
broken in this process.

Engine sealing fees may apply and are negotiable 
between the competitor and the engine sealer.

The HTCA website also has helpful links to the 
CAM S Vehicle Specifications and CAM S Rules.

If you require any further assistance please 
contact:

Stephen Pitman

0419232407

Typical Red Motor Holden sump to engine 
block seal.

Typical Mini Cooper S timing case seal.
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2018 Race Number Auction
The following numbers will be auctioned at the General meeting to be held on the 1st 

of May, 2018

3

4

17

21

23

32

33

34

43

56

67

75

77

91

427
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Current Race Numbers
As at 27 April, 2018

1 Club Champion
2 M ichael Kennedy
3 Available
4 Available
5 Alan Lewis
6 Ross Muller
7 Geoff Pike
8 Ben Tebbutt
9 Daniel Kennedy
10 M ichael Terry
11 M ichael Anderson
12 Andrew Bergan
13 Graham Russell
14 M ark Lenstra
15 Jason Foley
16 Stewart Follows
17 Available
18 Allan Reid
19 Daniel Berry
20 David Roberts
21 Available
22 Peter Ward
24 Paul Guntley
25 M ark Le Vaillant
26 Chris O'Brien
27 Peter O'Brien
28 Brad Tilley
29 Douglas Burton
30 Daniel Homann
31 Craig Stephenson
35 Wayne Cooper
36 Laurie Griffiths
37 Ralph Clarke
39 Chris Dubois
40 Chris Collett
41 Jerry Lenstra
42 Robert Ingram
44 Vince H armer
45 Darryl Heydon
46 Robert N icol
47 John Dyer
48 N oel Roberts
49 Ken Brigden
50 Rod Brincat
52 Geoff Rose
53 Craig Stephenson
54 Robert Owers
55 Phillip Ward
57 Adam Walton
58 Steve Pitman
59 Alex D'Onofrio
60 Cameron Tilley
61 David Wheatley

62 Chris Collett
63 Daniel Kennedy
64 John Tight
65 Benjamin Tebbutt
66 M ichael Kennedy
68 Trevor Hutchins
69 Luke Broadhead
70 Wayne Rogerson
71 Ian Sawtell
72 Paul Tierney
73 Paul Bachmann
74 Dick Bryant
76 David Stone
78 N eil M arks
79 Alf Bargwanna
80 Steve Land
81 Bruce Stewart
82 Cameron Worner
83 Greig M alaure
84 Graham Russell
85 Graham Russell
86 Santino DiCarlo
87 Phillip Taylor
88 Greg Toepfer
89 John H arrison
90 Ray Bailey
92 Stephen Shepard
93 John Burke
94 Jared Cox
95 Adam John
96 Adam John
97 H arry Bargwanna
98 Andrew Taite
99 Phillip Taylor
100 Adrian M acri
101 Vince M acri
102 M artin M acri
104 Geoff Davis
105 Grant H arrington
107 Kerry Hughes
108 M ichael Anderson
109 M athew Windsor
110 David N oakes
111 Allan Burke
112 John Shuttle
113 Alan M ayne
114 Darren Burnes
115 Elizabeth Wilks
116 Greg Schwenke
119 Chris Gabriel
120 Jamie Tilley
121 Tyler Dean
122 Tony Land

123 Wayne Potts
126 N eil M arks
127 Aaron Gabriel
128 M atthew Sullivan
129 Tom Sullivan
130 M ike Walsh
131 John Papoutsis
132 Bob Munday
133 Bill Attard
135 Graham H ill
144 Geoff K ing
150 Ray Dean
154 Rod Wallace
160 Brett Hobson
161 Colin Simpson
163 M ark Oberg
164 Ian Johnson
168 M ax Hutchins
169 Tom Amos
170 Paul Knott
177 Chris Thomas
178 Ken Lee
179 Ray Dean
181 David Gray
188 Francis M eier
189 Ben Wilkinson
190 Ken Ballantyne
191 Graeme H art
192 Bill M cGuire
194 Daniel Sugden
198 Stephen Taite
200 Bruce Whitford
202 Greg Luca
217 M itchell Pember
270 John Battersby
271 Paul Battersby
276 Bill M agoffin
279 Alf Bargwanna
289 M ichael Rose
316 Stephen Beazley
350 Brian Potts
351 Robert N icol
353 M ichael Bevan
405 N ic Van den Berg
411 Rod Stait
772 Graham Loughman
777 Fred Brain
888 Joe Dominello
891 M iles H arrison
971 Ian Johnson
991 Gary K ingcott 
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At PB Racing Repairs we specialise in set up of race 

cars of all kinds, from  circuit  racing to drag, rally, 

hi l l  cl im b, street cars and anything else you can race.

We are specialists in panel beating and spray paint ing 

and use the latest equipm ent and m ater ials available.

We perform all mechanical work from servicing to complete 
engine rebuilds as well as gearbox, suspension and brake work. We 
can also retrofit different engine & gearbox configurations to just 
about any vehicle.

There is no job too big or too small for PB Racing Repairs.

Contact Peter or Geoff at PB Sm ash Repairs Nowra on (02) 

4421 7230. Or em ail us at pbsm ashrepairs@bigpond.com .

PB Sm ash Repairs Nowra

PB Racing Repairs

5 Cumberland Ave

N owra N ew South Wales 2541

Australia

(02) 4421 7230

pbsmashrepairs@bigpond.com

mailto:pbsmashrepairs@bigpond.com
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2018 Points Rounds

9-10

JUN

ROUND 5 - ARDC MUSCLE CAR MASTERS AT SMSP

Organisers: ARDC

Length: 2 Days

Points: Yes 

ROUND 6 - FOSC TWO-DAY AT WAKEFIELD PARK

Organisers: FoSC

Length: 2 Days

Points: Yes 

28-29

JUL

ROUND 7 - FOSC ONE-DAY AT SMSP NORTH CIRCUIT

Organisers: FoSC

Length: 1 Day

Points: Yes 

8

SEP

ROUND 8 - HSRCA SPRING FESTIVAL AT WAKEFIELD PARK

Organisers: HSRCA

Length: 2 Days

Points: Yes 

22-23

SEP

ROUND 1 2018 - HSRCA SUMMER FESTIVAL AT SMSP

Organisers: HSRCA

Length: 2 Days

Points: Yes 

1-2

DEC

6

MAY

ROUND 4 - FOSC ONE-DAY AT SMSP GP CIRCUIT

Organisers: FoSC

Length: 1 Day

Points: Yes 
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THE HI-TEC OILS
MOUNT PANORAMA
BATHURST 6-HOUR

RACE REPORT: 2018 Hi-Tec Oils Bathurst 6-Hour

30th March to 1st April, 2018
By Nic van den Berg & Stephen Pitman, photos by Taylor Pember

PAYCE GROUP N HISTORIC TOURING CAR RACING SERIES
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2018 H i-Tec Oils M ount Panorama Bathurst 6-Hour

Mount Panorama Circuit

March 30 to April 1, 2018

Report by Nic van den Berg & Stephen Pitman

Photography by Taylor Pember

The weather at M ount Panorama Bathurst over the Easter weekend was more than perfect. 
It was as good as if we had ordered it from a menu and had it custom delivered.

The event got off to an interesting start when, during practice on Friday, there was a little 
confusion about what competitors needed to do when they saw a waving yellow flag. Les 
Walmsley (Vic) decided to return to the pits through the M ountain Straight gate to attend 
to a mechanical issue with his magnificently-presented Valiant Charger, when about a third 
of the field followed him in for some reason. 

After sorting out the mix up, competitors settled down and later that day went out during 
qualifying to record some serious laps. 

Race 1

From a spectator?s perspective, experiencing the magnificent sight of a full grid of cars in a 
formation rolling start was truly special

On Saturday, Brad Tilley cleared out from the rest of the field. He was never challenged 
and went on the record the win. Darryl H ansen led the rest of the field home, with Andrew 
Whiteside coming home in third place.

Jamie Tilley led the Group N b field, with Graeme Woolhouse taking second place and 
Shane Attwell securing third. 
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Race 2

The Saturday afternoon race saw Brad 
Tilley again demonstrating how to conquer 
The M ountain, almost immediately 
showing a clean pair of heels to all others. 
Again, Darryl H ansen led the rest of the 
field home home, with Andrew Whiteside 
close behind.

Jamie Tilley led the Group N b 
competition, with Graeme Woolhouse 
second place and Shane Attwell in third.

Race 3 

On Sunday the Tilley Mustang would 
suffer mechanical damage as a result of an 
incident in an earlier event. Debris had 
entered the engine via the intake manifold 
and the resulting damage forced the vehicle 
to retire early. This enabled Darryl H ansen 
in his Mustang (Vic) to capitalise and claim 
a race win.

Chris O'Brien secured second place, with 
Les Walmsley finishing third. For Group 
N b, Jamie Tilley, Graeme Woolhouse, and 
Shane Attwell maintained the event status 
quo, bringing their cars home first, second 
and third respectively. 

In Sum m ary 

With no major incidents, all races achieved 
at least 5 to 6 full laps.

H ighlights were:

- The emergence of Jamie Tilley 
(N SW) as a fully-fledged (and very 
quick) competitor at the event; 

- The ever- improving Chris O?Brien 
(ACT), who just got better with 
each lap and each race, culminating 
in his third place in Race 3. N ot a 
bad result for a first-timer to the 
M ountain!! 

On the other hand, and as expected, 
M ount Panorama lived up to its reputation 
as a heartbreaker of a circuit, sending 
several competitors home early with 
mechanical failures. In fact by the third 
race, entry numbers had gradually declined 
to 35. 
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Feedback on the event 

Competitor and organiser feedback has been very positive, with a large number of emails 
thanking the organisers N ic Van Den Berg, Vince M acri and M artin M acri for such a 
well-run event.

N ext year, 2019, we will make a concerted effort to secure two full grids. The HTCA 
need to show continued support to ensure that this event remains a permanent fixture on 
the Group N  calendar.

On a final note I just want to highlight the emergence of reliability issues that seem to be 
creeping into Group N  competition, with large numbers of competitors recording non 
finishes to events. I am seeking feedback as to solutions to reducing this situation.

If competitors could forward emails informing the club of mechanical issues they have 
experienced, we could create a log and table of these problems and seek suggestions from 
other members as to possible solutions.

I realise that some of our vehicles are over 50 years in age, but, in saying that, also recognize 
that we have a number of competitors that seem to have their car reliability under control. 
We could seek their guidance in reducing this negative factor to our sport.

Stephen Pitman
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THE HSRCA'S

2017 AUTUMN
FESTIVAL

RACE REPORT: 2018 Autumn Festival

6-8 April, 2018
By Stephen Pitman

Photography by Seth Reinhardt

PAYCE GROUP N HISTORIC TOURING CAR RACING SERIES
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2018 Autumn Festival

Wakefield Park

April 6-8, 2018

Report by Stephen Pitman

Photography by Seth Reinhardt 

The HSRCA burst onto 2018?s historic racing scene in April with a near-perfect weekend 
at Wakefield Park for the Autumn Festival.

The event featured a number of categories including Group N  and was headlined by the 
60th anniversary of Formula Junior and the 50th anniversary of the passing of Jim Clark, 
who devastated the world of motor racing on the 7th of April, 1968, when he was killed 
racing in the Deutschland Trophäe. The weather was fine and sunny, however later in the 
day the temperature did increase to produce some rather warm conditions.

Reflecting on the action, only a small contingent of Group N  competitors ventured south 
to contest the event. In all, only a lucky 13 Group N  competitors joined in the fun. As a 
result, Group N  was combined with the BM W E30 Racing group. Although race times 
were similar, feedback highlighted some significant differences that may cause problems if 
this was to continue into the future.

Comments noted that the braking on the BM Ws going into corners was far superior to the 
Group N  cars, although most Group N  cars were somewhat faster on the straight sections 
of track.

It is pleasing to report that there were no reports of contact and it was revealed that the 
BM W category also have a code of conduct similar to ours that includes a no touch policy 
in their form of racing.
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Qualifying

Nc Results

1. H arry Bargwanna Ford Mustang (1.09.3)

2. John Wright Holden Torana (1.09.9)

3. Warren Wright Holden Torana (1.10.5)

Nb Results

1. Wayne Cooper Ford mustang (1.10.0)

2. Alex D?Onofrio M ini Cooper (1.12.5)

3. Luke Broadhead M ini Cooper (1.13.7)

Race 1

On this occasion only Group N  cars would compete and the results were:

On a special note newcomer to our group Wayne Cooper put in a great effort to record the 
third fastest time overall in his N b Ford Mustang.

Of course it was a great effort by the N b entrants Wayne Cooper and Alex D?Onofrio to 
finish outright second and third respectively.

On a sour note it was disappointing to see reliability issues emerging once again with three 
of our members recording DN Fs.

N b

1. Wayne Cooper, Ford Mustang

2. Alex D?Onofrio, M ini Cooper

3. Luke Broadhead, M ini Cooper

N c

1. H arry Bargwanna, Ford Mustang

2. John Wright, Holden Torana

3. N orman Singleton, Alfa Romeo 1750 
GT V
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Race 2

This was the first occasion that Group N  and BM W E30 Racing would compete on track 

together. The Group N  results were led by John Wright in his N C Holden Torana. Some 

distance back in the field Alex D?Onofrio was second in the N b M ini Cooper with Wayne 

Cooper in the N b Ford Mustang following third.

Alex D?Onofrio put on a giant-killing display in Group N  to outrun many of the 

larger-engined cars.

The start of 2018 year seems to be proving to be a difficult for Group N  competitors in 

regards to vehicle reliability with six competitors recording DN F results.
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Race 3 -  Com bined Tour ing Car Trophy Race

Wayne Cooper in the N b Ford Mustang continued to have a successful weekend, winning 

the Group N  category in this event. An equally-excellent driving effort from Alex 

D?Onofrio saw him only 3 seconds astern in second place. N orman Singleton (QLD) in 

the Alfa Romeo 1750 GT V would complete the picture in third position. 

Race 4

The final race of the weekend was a non-event for Group N  as almost everybody decided to 

take an early mark to pack up and go home, leaving the race for the BM W E30s to fight out 

for themselves. Two brave Group N  racers remained, and Rod Wallace was the best in 

Group N  as N orman Singleton (QLD) in his Alfa Romeo became the final Group N  

driver on the weekend to suffer a DN F.

In Sum m ary

Looking on a positive aspect for Group N , mixing with another category such as the BM W 

E30 series allows our group to meet new friends and put on an awesome show for 

spectators. The HSRCA remarked that the two groups were a lot of fun to watch together 

and added wonderfully to the aesthetic of the meeting, contributing some great dices 

throughout the weekend as well.

The HTCA of N SW Group N  would also like to acknowledge the assistance of the 

HSRCA officials and volunteers over the weekend, because without their passion, 

dedication and support events such as the Autumn Festival it would not be possible.

Stephen Pitman
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THE AUTUMN FESTIVAL
BY TAYLOR PEMBER
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The 2018 motorsport calendar got off to a slow start, and we didn?t head out to the track 

until the 25th of February, when we went to Wakefield Park for the FoSC one-day 

meeting. Unfortunately, torrential rain completely washed out the event to the point that 

running a boat would have taken minutes off our lap times!

Thanks to the efforts of FoSC and many volunteers who returned to the track, the event 

was re-run the following week. Sadly, many Group N  competitors were not able to make it 

back to the circuit, so there was little Group N  involvement in the re-run event.

We returned to Wakefield Park over the 24th and 25th of M arch with a slightly improved 

field of 10 competitors. The smaller grid saw the Toranas of the Wright boys left to fend off 

a hoard of M inis. The dry conditions also saw a few Fords in the mix, and the group put on 

some entertaining racing over the weekend.

As the meeting unfolded, the attrition rate gradually increased with a number of 

competitors experiencing mechanical issues.

Qualifying

John Wright qualified first, steering the Torana around Wakefield in a 1.09. The Ford 

Mustang of Graeme Woolhouse was second with a 1.11.1 and Warren Wright was third 

quickest in his Torana with a 1.11.4. 

FoSC Wakefield Park Two-Day M eeting

Wakefield Park

24-25 March, 2018

Report by Stephen Pitman

Images: Xtrim Photography
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Race 1

Carrying his qualifying pace through to 
Race 1, John Wright in his Torana took the 
win ahead of the Alex D? Onofrio M ini 
Cooper and Chris Collett, also in a M ini 
Cooper.

Luke Broadhead experienced fuel pump 
issues with his M ini Cooper S and recorded 
an unfortunate DN F. Steve Beazley had 
inlet manifold failure in his Ford Cortina, 
which put him out for the rest of the 
meeting.

Race 2

The Torana of John Wright would again fill 
the winner?s circle. Warren Wright climbed 
into second position and Graeme 
Woolhouse in his Ford Mustang was 
runner up to the father and son 
combination.

Luke Broadhead and Alex D? Onofrio?s 
M ini Coopers both experienced issues, 
leaving both drivers with DN Fs next to 
their name at the conclusion of Race 2.

Race 3

It was a Wright family affair once again in 
Race 3, with the pair of white Wright 
Toranas leading the field, son John taking 
the win in front of Warren. Alex 
D?Onofrio put in some spectacular driving 
to claim third place. On-the-spot reporter 
Chris Collet reported the car up on two 
wheels on a number of occasions.

Race 4

Race 4 was an all-M ini Cooper showcase, 
with other runners deciding to pack up 
early and not contest the last event.

Alex D?Onofrio claimed the win, with 
Chris Collett climbing onto the podium 
and proving that persistence pays off. 
Francis M eier recorded his first podium 
result with his third place finish ? a great 
result.

Luke Broadhead?s miserable weekend 
continued, discovering that it?s not all beer 
and skittles in motorsport as we have all 
experienced from time to time. M otorsport 
is a process of learning and evolving, 
especially when it comes to dealing with 
mechanical problems and on-track 
incidents which involve presenting your 
case to the stewards. Luke was called in to 
the stewards? office for undertaking under 
yellow flags, but with the help of Dave 
Roberts was able to demonstrate to the 
officials that there was no case to answer.

Let me finish with a final comment and say 
that, although our sport involves individual 
participation, the friendship created 
between competitors allows a team effort in 
assisting and mentoring new and existing 
drivers to enjoy motorsport in a group 
environment.

Stephen Pitman
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Group N  M ustang / Falcon Brake K it

Kit includes:

- Alloy hats
- Stub Axles
- Hubs
- 30mm 48 directional vane rotors
- Billet caliper mounting brackets
- Two reconditioned Lincoln calipers
- Wheel bearings
- 3" Wheel Studs
- 20mm race brake pads
- Ready to bolt on ball joint to ball joint

Contact Tilleys Automotive (02) 9938 6293

1982 M arch Spor ts 2000

CAM S Group R Spor ts

I?d like to get back to Group N , but need to sell or swap my 1982 M arch Sports 2000. 

It has had virtually everything replaced and is ready to race. Second place last season point 
score.

Car is valued at about $40,000.00. Does anyone want to trade or swap it for a competitive 
Group N  touring car? 

Contact Pete McNamara 0425 233 403          

Ford 351 4V Cleveland Engine

(N c Car)

$16,500

Contact Colin H iggins 0401 213 808 

Brand new AutoM eter 
electronic water &  oil 
tem p gauges

- 2 5/8" in size complete 
with fit kits, never 
opened

$85 each

Contact Ray D ean 0439 747 
057

M arketplace
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17 Blind Road N elson N SW 2765
Phone: (02) 9679 1990 
Fax: (02) 9679 1187 
Info Em ail: info@mdmotorsport.com.au
Sales Em ail: sales@mdmotorsport.com.au 
Website: www.mdmotorsport.com.au 

http://www.mdmotorsport.com.au/
http://www.mdmotorsport.com.au/
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1979 Porsche 928

Car being over 30 years old is 
eligible for modified rego (historic 
rego 60 days a year). Would make a 
great super reliable track day car, or 
with a few mods a great Sb sports 
class car.

- Left-hand drive
- 4.5-litre v8 injected approx 

300 hp
- 6 speed manual box
- Race seats and harnesses
- 1/2 roll cage
- Coil over shocks
- Race brakes
- N ew tyres

$26,000 

Contact Ian Johnson 0414 526 219 or (02) 4369 5817
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1963 Ford Galaxie For Sale

- Ford Galaxie 2 Door L.H .D. 1963 Fastback 
- Engine: Tom Lucas USA 7000 LTR 427 CI 600 HP 
- 539 Lbs of Torque -7200 RPM
- Ford Top Loader Close Ratio Gearbox
- Ford 9" Diff
- Kelsey H ayes Front Disc Brakes & Rear Brakes Ford Galaxie
- Koni Adjustable Shocks Front & Rear
- Wheels: 6 x 15 Super Light M ags
- Asking $70,000.00. Contact Chris 0419 011 294
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Appendix J 1964 Vauxhall Velox For Sale

3.3-litre engine, four speed gearbox and disc brakes

This car is one of the original Appendix J cars with a 1982 log book. It has raced 
continuously since then. It has been reliable, fun and a point of interest to historic 
racing fans over all those years and is ready for another 35 years of historic racing.

The car is in Corowa (Southern N SW), but I will bring it to Sydney if there is serious 
interest.

Call Bill on 0418 230 585 for further info.

$18,000 ONO

Also for sale: Prado 1999 manual, excellent tow car, rego to N ovember, $3600. 
Garage equipment ? engine crane, engine stand, creeper, axle stands etc $700, M ini K 
gearbox $300.
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